
Shadow IT -
symptom or
innovation?



What is Shadow IT?

Independent, user-driven
Tech solutions, sponsored by
business leaders or
individuals - not provided by
the IT Team.



Big business applications, 
data analytics solutions,
collaboration tools for
communication, file share 
and storage. It can be any
IT that gets the job done! 

Shadow IT meets the
unmet User demand for
consumer grade tech



IT teams can't control it
and are concerned about
security and risk

Business and personal data
security; data breaches
causing loss or theft.
Compliance and governance.
Who owns the risk and
consequence? 



What's causing this
delta between what
Users want and what IT
departments provide? 



1.

IT cost constraints 

IT is often regarded as a
cost centre with a focus
on tech cost reduction
rather than innovation. IT
doesn't have the budget
and/or agility to provide
what the business wants.



2.

Silo mentality 

Business function leaders
find the budget to get it
themselves elsewhere. IT
becomes dis-intermediated
and a 'them and us' attitude
breaks trust within the
business. 



3.

Adoption of BYOD
and SaaS apps
Beyond the expectation of
bringing your devices to
work (BYOD), there is also
a proliferation of self-
adopted SaaS apps under
the radar.



How can you bridge
the divide between IT
and the rest of the
business?



1.

Aligned strategies 

The desire to innovate needs
to be balanced with IT's
focus on the 'day-to-day'.
The IT and business fuction
strategies must align to
support the whole business
vision and strategy.



2.

Tech agility 

IT needs to be more agile
and be able to scale
quickly by building an
ecosystem of trusted
technology partners,
including SaaS providers.



3.

The right Culture 
C-suite leaders must work
together on the business
vision and lead their teams
to support it. Rewarding
the right behaviours whilst
enforcing consequences
for the wrong ones. 



4.

Ownership & balance
of risk  

The risks of shadow IT
need to be weighed
against the benefits and
should be owned and
managed by the board. 
 



Shadow IT is a cultural
and people-related
symptom. Users want the
tech to innovate quickly
and the C-suite must align
to deliver efficiently and
securely.


